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Greatest classic rock songs 60 70 80

Elton John's Benny and the Jets: _, have you seen them yet? From its stately origins in the 1950s to electrification in the early 1980s to rebirth in the 90s, funk has been part of the American urban music landscape for more than half a century. Numerous funk songs have become legendary by being
covered by other artists through radio, TV commercials and film soundtracks. GAB Archives/Redferns Why should I feel like that?...? Bow Wow Wow, Ippe Yo Ippe Ippe y 1982 Unforgettable lyrics from George Clinton's classic Atomic Dog. Clinton became the first solo artist to hit the Billboard R&amp;B
charts in 1982 with her debut solo album, Atomic Dog from computer games. The classic has been sampled dozens of times, including songs by Prince, the infamous B.I.G., Tupac Shakur, Dr. Dre, Nas and Ariya. Ice Cube, Snoop Dogg. Released in 1980 as the debut single of Raymond Boyd/Michael
Oakes Archives/Getty Images and the group Zap led by Roger Troutman, More Bounce to the Ounce became popular again a decade later due to heavy sampling by numerous rap acts, including ECMD and the infamous BIG. This was one of the first hits to take advantage of the talk box, which changes
the sound of an instrument by singing through a microphone. Bootsy Collins co-produced a song that reached Number 2 on the Billboard R&amp;B charts. Michael Oakes Archives/Getty Images From Sly &amp; The Family Stone's 1970 Greatest Hits album Thank You (Fabletim Be Mouse Elf Agin) was
the group's second single to top both the Billboard Hot 100 and R&B charts. It was the number one R&amp;B song of the five weeks. The song features an ingenious bass line created by the legendary Larry Graham. Michael Oakes Archives/Getty Images Congress's 1977 funkentelesy vs. placebo
syndrome album Flashlight reached number one on the Billboard R&amp;B charts. It was their two million sold singles. This is another timeless funk classic that has endured for generations for constant sampling. Echoes/Redfern Grooving Your Road to Freedom is the theme of this song, as evidenced by
George Clinton's lyrics: Here's my chance to dance my way out of contractions. The title song from Funkaderic's 1978 One Nation under-a-groove album became the group's first number one hit on the Billboard R&amp;B charts. This was the group's first million-selling single. Released in August 1968,
four months after the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr., Tom Copy/Michael Oaks Archives/Getty Images wrote that Say It Out Loud - I'm Black and Proud became the anthem of the civil rights movement. He remained number one on the Billboard R&amp;B charts for six weeks, symbolizing
James Brown's piety as Soul Brother Number One. It was his first recording featuring trombonist Fred Wesley. Anthony Barboza/Getty Images The Queen of Souls proved she knows how to funk in Rock Steady.Aretha Franklin's 1972 album Rock Steady, a young, gifted and black album, became her 12th
gold single. Franklin composed a song featuring Donnie Hathaway on piano. RB/Redferns The 1981 triple platinum street songs album Super Freak became Rick James' signature tune. 1 on the Billboard Dance Chart, featuring background vocals from Temptations. Nine years later, it became the basis
for MC Hammer's iconic hit U Can't Touch This, and James won the Grammy Award for Best R&B Song as a composer in 1991. Michael Oaks Archives/Getty Images George Clinton earned his nickname Dr. Funkenstein by producing funk classics such as Funkadelic's (Not Just) Knee deep. It became
the group's second number one hit on the Billboard R&amp;B charts. The original version of Uncle Jam Wants You's album is a 15-minute funkafid. Michael Oakes Archives/Getty Images James Brown, godfather of souls, was also the godfather of funk. The song, as he sings, is a remedy for those
suffering from nervous tension: getting up and dancing that thing off 'until you feel better, trying to get up off that thing and release that pressure. Brown released Get Up Off The Happening Thing as a two-part single in 1976. It reached number four on the R&amp;B charts and was his biggest hit in the
mid-to-late 1970s. Michael Oakes Archives/Getty Images Stevie Wonder is not known as a funk artist, but he proved he knows how to get down and groove in the classic 1972 Superstition. Wonder created new sounds with his innovative use of synthesizers, live drumming and guitar works, and
composed, produced and recorded Superstition when he was 22. Wonder won two Grammys for his 1972 album Talking Book for Superstition. He won Best R&amp;B Vocal Performance, Men and Best Rhythm and Blues Song. Superstition was also inducted into the Grammy Hall of Fame. It reached
number one on the Billboard Hot 100 and R&amp;B charts. Richard E. Aaron/Redferns Fromer Cool and the Gang's fourth album Wild and Peaceful (1973) was the band's breakthrough hit, finishing second on the Billboard R&amp;B charts and fourth on the Hot 100. Billboard ranked it as the number 12
song of 1974. Jungle Boogie has been sampled many times, including beastie boys' Hey Ladies (1989), Madonna's Erotica (1992) and Janet Jackson's I Want You (1994). The song was also featured in Quentin Tarantino's Pulp Fiction. Edited by Ken Simmons on March 27, 2016, best known for a
succession of 70s progressive rock album statements built around impeccable musicianship, British rock band Yes also enjoyed a lively and fruitful 80s focused on shorter, more accessible mainstream rock impulses. While some pure fans probably despised this more conventional direction, the fresh
input provided by the new band members created an interesting balance between melodic arena rock and esoteric musical exploration. The results often work very well, and hereSee the best, more pop-oriented songs in chronological order that captivate the 80s albums of the legendary classic rock band
Yes. Michael Putland/Getty Images The 1980s drama is the least known Yes recording of the 80s and also the first not to feature John Anderson on lead vocals. Instead, the remaining core members of the lineup stumbled upon a collaboration between Trevor Horne and Jeff Downes of The Buggles, and
the former musician filled in brilliantly as the frontman for that single album. The track is a suitably epic, benefiting not only from the precise musicianship of guitarist Steve Howe and bassist Chris Squire, but also from Horn's quirky gifts. I'm a camera, Horn repeatedly sings, toning down the stylized new
wave he put out on The Buggles, so it's underrated from this short-lived version of Yes and registered as a fascinating victory. Single cover image courtesy: Anderson famously returned for smash 1983 LP, 90125, but perhaps the most important contributor to that album's biggest hit was South African
guitarist and singer-songwriter Trevor Rabin, who originated many of the song's ideas for the record. This number one US pop hit in late 1983 contains at least a lot of memorable elements that are the opening of its nifty power code. In the end, Anderson took over the lead vocals and helped fine-tune the
song's composition, but Rabin's keen sense of AOR melodism clearly helped increase his chances of massive pop success. Rabin's combination of large arena rock hooks and Horn's keyboard-focused production also contributed to a perfect stormy moment in musical alchemy. The single cover image
Atco Eastern Sound Guitar Effect soon lead to some great poetry vocals from Anderson to start this very atmospheric, fourth chart single from 90125. The song later became a staple of classic rock radio, and its versatility in terms of both sonic experimentation and mainstream rock appeal earned it a spot
there. Specifically, the freshness of Rabin Anderson's shared vocals is much better than it probably is, mainly because the quality of the songs remains so consistently high. Few veterans or new bands were able to make non-semical rock firmly enjoyable in the mid-80s, and that distinction recommends
this Choice album track some 30 years later. Album cover image courtesy: Atco This one easily gets my vote for all the absolute best 80s yes tracks, mainly because the marriage of progressive rock and melodic arena rock qualities has been achieved so skillfully. After all, the intro to this track often
stands up to memorable instances of the 70s yes instrumental bombs. But then Rabin manages a seamless, exhilarating shift into an absolutely brilliant, muscular guitar riff that in turn leads wonderfully to the magic of an aperisier acoustic guitar. Rabin deserved a chance to maximize here for him to
become a full-on frontman, and his vocals during the verses heA very underrated rock singer of the era. Of course, coming in at the moment Anderson is selected won't hurt both, and all of these components will help make Change, one of the biggest commercial rock songs of the 80s. Sadly, the album's
hits, titled Rhythm of Love and Love Finds a Way, Tedid simply doesn't measure up to 90125, let's say the best of the classic 70s. Nevertheless, this album track manages to capture some of the ethereal strengths that have always lent a certain dignity and shimmering charm to Yes's music. Anderson's
vocal performance feels meaningful to the intensity of its delicate melodic beauty, if not through the lyrics themselves. 90125 is clearly a 1'80s yes album to own, but this song deserves to be heard repeatedly too. Well.
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